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Rights from Wrongs 2009-04-20
this is a wholly new and compelling answer to one of the most persistent dilemmas in both law and moral
philosophy if rights are natural if in the words of the declaration of independence it is self evident that all
men are endowed with certain inalienable rights where do these rights come from does natural law really
exist outside the formal structure of humanly enacted law on the other hand if rights are nothing more
than the product of human law what argument is there for allowing the rights of a few people to outweigh
the preferences of the majority in this book renowned legal scholar alan dershowitz offers a fresh
resolution to this age old dilemma rights he argues do not come from god nature logic or law alone they
arise out of particular experiences with injustice while justice is an elusive concept hard to define and
subject to conflicting interpretations injustice is immediate intuitive widely agreed upon and very
tangible this is a timely book that will have an immediate impact on our political dialogue from the
intersection of religion and law to recent quandaries surrounding the right to privacy voting rights and
the right to marry more than that it is a passionate case for the recognition of human rights in a
rigorously secular framework rights from wrongs will be the first book to propose a theory of rights that
emerges not from some theory of perfect justice but from its opposite from the bottom up from trial and
error and from our collective experience of injustice

Rights and Wrongs 1969
wide ranging and ambitious justice combines moral philosophy and christian ethics to develop an
important theory of rights and of justice as grounded in rights nicholas wolterstorff discusses what it is to
have a right and he locates rights in the respect due the worth of the rights holder after contending that
socially conferred rights require the existence of natural rights he argues that no secular account of
natural human rights is successful he offers instead a theistic account wolterstorff prefaces his
systematic account of justice as grounded in rights with an exploration of the common claim that rights
talk is inherently individualistic and possessive he demonstrates that the idea of natural rights originated
neither in the enlightenment nor in the individualistic philosophy of the late middle ages but was already
employed by the canon lawyers of the twelfth century he traces our intuitions about rights and justice
back even further to hebrew and christian scriptures after extensively discussing justice in the old
testament and the new he goes on to show why ancient greek and roman philosophy could not serve as
a framework for a theory of rights connecting rights and wrongs to god s relationship with humankind
justice not only offers a rich and compelling philosophical account of justice but also makes an important
contribution to overcoming the present day divide between religious discourse and human rights

Justice 2010-05-02
brings the themes of much contemporary work in political philosophy to bear on concrete questions of
social policy the author concludes by arguing that his theory of rights and coercion requires us to adopt a
fundamentally retributive theory of punishment

Rights and Wrongs 1986
human rights and wrongs explains the persistence of crimes against humanity since the holocaust
including slavery terror and genocide using extended country descriptions and analyses the book goes
beyond case studies to explain such gross human rights violations in terms of an integrated theory of life
integrity giving readers vivid illustrations in addition to a theoretical framework distinguished author
helen fein then asks how we can arrest human wrongs and discusses whether democracy is the answer
she shows the positive links among human rights freedom and development and draws out policy
recommendations from her findings

Human Rights and Wrongs 2015-12-03
perform this script about an unlikely hero who takes a simple tv game show and changes america forever

Rights and Wrongs the Civics Game Show 2005
classification of rights and wrongs from christopher columbus langdell american jurist 1826 1906
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Cultural Rights and Wrongs 1998
probes the effects of the law and america s legal system on women s rights

Classification of Rights and Wrongs 2015-07-08
na een analyse van de rechten van kinderen wordt ingegaan op specifieke thema s zoals
kindermishandeling criminaliteit opvoeding de zorg voor kinderen

Rights and Wrongs 1986-07-01
in this acclaimed book scruton takes the issues relating to vivisection hunting animal testing and bse and
places them in a wider framework of thought and feeling now available in paperback

The Rights and Wrongs of Children 1983
where do our rights come from does natural law really exist outside of what is written in constitutions and
legal statutes if so why are rights not the same everywhere and in all eras on the other hand if rights are
nothing more than the product of human law why should we ever allow them to override the popular will
in rights from wrongs renowned legal scholar alan dershowitz puts forward a wholly new and compelling
answer to this age old dilemma rights he argues do not come from god nature logic or law alone they
arise out of particular human experiences with injustice rights from wrongs is the first book to propose a
theory of rights that emerges not from a theory of perfect justice but from its opposite from the bottom
up from trial and error and from our collective experience of injustice human rights come from human
wrongs dershowitz s underlying theory is one that can be neutrally applied by people residing at all
positions within the political spectrum perhaps if his views were understood by more people there would
be both a toning down of the political rhetoric tampa tribune

Animal Rights and Wrongs 2006-10-31
human rights complaints attract a great deal of public interest but what is going on below the surface
when people contact a human rights lawyer how do they think about and use human rights discourse
how are complaints turned into cases can administrative systems be both effective and fair defining
rights and wrongs investigates the day to day practices of low level officials and intermediaries as they
construct domestic human rights complaints it identifies the values that a human rights system should
uphold if it is to promote mutual respect and foster the personal dignity and equal rights of citizens

Rights from Wrongs 2009-04-20
from one of the preeminent legal scholars of modern times and the author of supreme injustice comes a
completely original answer to one of the most difficult questions in legal philosophy what is the source of
human rights

Defining Rights and Wrongs 2011-11-01
this book brings together teachers psychologists ministers and other qualified men and women who have
studied and for some experienced homosexuality over a long period of time it is hoped that this work will
generate the kind of understanding necessary to be able to deal compassionately with the people who
struggle with homosexuality it is also my aim to equip the members of the church with the confidence to
respond intelligently to the false arguments being made for the homosexual lifestyle by gays and their
sympathizers

Rights from Wrongs 2004-11-02
during its first two years of publication philosophy public affairs contributed to the public debate on
abortion a set of remarkable and brilliant articles which examine the basic philosophical issues posed by
this controversial subject whether the fetus is a person whether it has a right to life whether a woman
has a right to decide what happens in and to her body whether there is an ethical connection between
abortion and infanticide whether there is any point after conception where it is possible to draw the line
beyond which killing is impermissible these five essays together here for the first time in a single volume
offer radically differing points of view they provide the best sustained discussion of these philosophical
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issues available anywhere contents judith jarvis thomson a defense of abortion roger wertheimer
understanding the abortion argument michael tooley abortion and infanticide john finnis the rights and
wrongs of abortion and judith jarvis thomson rights and deaths

Gay Rights or Wrongs 1995-02-01
in this hugely accessible new book mark doel guides the reader through a proper consideration of these
questions by examining the typical ethical dilemmas that challenge social workers on a daily basis
inquisitive probing and intellectually stimulating rights and wrongs in social work untangles the
complexity of ethics in social work and argues that by constantly questioning our assumptions and the
situations we find ourselves in we will eventually come to a better understanding of what is right each
chapter of the book is centred on a different real life dilemma that social workers might face on a typical
day in practice such as relationship boundaries confidentiality and whistleblowing clear and enormously
readable it uses a wealth of creative and engaging features and techniques to support learning and
encourage readers to apply theory to practice including a vast array of vibrant case studies and detailed
practice examples time boxes to link chapter topics with ethical dilemmas from history the big picture
sections to place ethical issues into the wider frame of public policy discussion of the guidance available
from official codes standards and principles such as the ifsw iassw s joint statement of ethical principles
an invaluable resource for students and practitioners alike rights and wrongs in social work draws on the
author s many years of experience in the field to successfully unpack the complex concepts of ethics and
values in a clear thought provoking way

Rights and Wrongs of Abortion 2021-07-13
over the last thirty years the field of disability studies has emerged from the political activism of disabled
people in this challenging review of the field leading disability academic and activist tom shakespeare
argues that the social model theory has reached a dead end drawing on a critical realist perspective
shakespeare promotes a pluralist engaged and nuanced approach to disability key topics discussed
include dichotomies the dangerous polarizations of medical model versus social model impairment
versus disability and disabled people versus non disabled people identity the drawbacks of the disability
movement s emphasis on identity politics bioethics in disability choices at the beginning and end of life
and in the field of genetic and stem cell therapies care and social relationships questions of intimacy and
friendship this stimulating and accessible book challenges orthodoxies in british disability studies
promoting a new conceptualization of disability and fresh research agenda it is an invaluable resource for
researchers and students in disability studies and sociology as well as professionals policy makers and
activists

Rights and Wrongs in Social Work 2017-09-16
a revised and improved edition of a book in continuing demand do animals have rights if not do we have
duties towards them if so what duties these are myariad other issues are discussed in this brilliantly
argued book published in association with the leading think tank demos why are animal rights groups so
keen to protect the rights of badgers and foxes but not of rats mice or even humans how can we bridge
the growing gap between rural producers and urban consumers why is raising animals for fur more
heinous than raising them for their meat are we as human beings driving other species either to
extinction or to a state of dependency this paperback edition is fully updated with new chapters on the
livestoick crisis fishing and bse and a layman s guide introduction to philosophical concepts the book
presents a radical respponse to the defenders of animal rights and a challenge to those who think that
because they are kind to their pets they are therefore good news for animals

The Coolie, His Rights and Wrongs 1871
author beth bauer has written an indispensable guide to finding the best possible relationship why settle
for satisfactory when spectacular could describe your partnership learn how to improve a current
relationship or become better equipped to make great choices in your next relationship whatever your
status you will find hundreds of ideas tips and secrets within these pages

Rights and Wrongs of Women 1986
are natural rights nonsense on stilts as jeremy bentham memorably put it must the very notion of a right
be individualistic subverting the common good should the right against torture be absolute even though
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the heavens fall are human rights universal or merely expressions of western neo imperial arrogance are
rights ethically fundamental proudly impervious to changing circumstances should judges strive to
extend the reach of rights from civil hamburg to anarchical basra should judicial oligarchies rather than
legislatures decide controversial ethical issues by inventing novel rights ought human rights advocates
learn greater sympathy for the dilemmas facing those burdened with government these are the
questions that what s wrong with rights addresses in doing so it draws upon resources in intellectual
history legal philosophy moral philosophy moral theology human rights literature and the judgments of
courts it ranges from debates about property in medieval christendom through confucian rights
scepticism to contemporary discussions about the remedy for global hunger and the justification of killing
and it straddles assisted dying in canada the military occupation of iraq and genocide in rwanda what s
wrong with rights concludes that much contemporary rights talk obscures the importance of fostering
civic virtue corrodes military effectiveness subverts the democratic legitimacy of law proliferates publicly
onerous rights and undermines their authority and credibility the solution to these problems lies in the
abandonment of rights fundamentalism and the recovery of a richer public discourse about ethics one
that includes talk about the duty and virtue of rights holders

The Rights and Wrongs of Women 1977
this is a new release of the original 1935 edition

The rights and wrongs of disestablishment and
disendowment, by a priest in the diocese of Bangor 1868
assumptions about the harmful nature of polygamy have left little room for debate with monogamy
coming to represent a hallmark of advanced societies and polygamy the immoral alternative yet in this
volume eleven scholars ask whether this condemnation is justified by examining among other
perspectives the lived experiences of polygamous families in essays that fearlessly face difficult
questions of choice dignity and love the authors seek to complicate a conversation that is more often
simplified thoughtful and persuasive polygamy s rights and wrongs is both a close consideration of
polygamy and a challenging reflection on the ways in which we value family and intimacy

Disability Rights and Wrongs 2006-12-05
in this wide ranging investigation of many prominent issues in contemporary legal and political
philosophy eight distinguished philosophers and legal theorists including matthew kramer hillel steiner
antony duff sandra marshall wilfrid waluchow and nicholas bamforth tackle issues such as the rights of
animals and foetuses the relationship between law and politics the requirements of justice the demands
of practical rationality the role of public policy considerations in legal reasoning the fundamental
characteristics of legal and moral entitlements the appropriateness of compensation as a means of
rectifying mishaps and misdeeds the extent of individuals responsibility for the consequences of their
choices and the culpability of failed attempts to commit crimes together the eight principal essays in
rights wrongs and responsibilities shed philosophical light on public law criminal law and most areas of
private law as they explore the bearings of the three key concepts in the volume s title

Animal Rights and Wrongs 1998
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
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The Rights and Wrongs of Helpless Stockholders and of a
Helpless Corporation 2017-08-22
civil wrongs occupy a significant place in private law they are particularly prominent in tort law but
equally have a place in contract law property and intellectual property law unjust enrichment fiduciary
law and in equity more broadly for example some tort theorists maintain that tort law is best understood
as a or perhaps the law of civil wrongs and some contract law theorists maintain that breach of contract
is a civil wrong civil wrongs are also a preoccupation of leading general theories of private law including
corrective justice and civil recourse theories according to these and other theories the centrality of civil
wrongs to civil liability shows that private law is fundamentally concerned with the expression and
enforcement of norms of justice appropriate to interpersonal interaction and association others sounding
notes of caution or criticism argue that a preoccupation with wrongs and remedies has meant neglect of
other ways in which private law serves justice and ways in which private law serves values other than
justice the present volume comprises original papers written by a wide variety of legal theorists and
philosophers exploring the nature of civil wrongs their place in private law and their relationship to other
forms of wrongdoing it should be of broad interest to lawyers and legal theorists as well as moral and
political theorists

Rights and Wrongs of Woman 1874
excerpt from labor its rights and wrongs the labor movement has a great history it is the history of all
mankind to raise themselves into freedom when the ballot was obtained the greatest step was taken now
that secured the rest can be obtained by peaceful methods no more rioting but a grand movement
forward toward wise legislation and the elevation of the toiling masses the movement is recognized and
already the leaders in thought have given expression to their opinions about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Rights and Wrongs of Woman 2019-02-08
excerpt from the rights and wrongs of helpless stockholders and of a helpless corporation the judicial
current for many years set very strong in favor of recognizing in directors of corporations a power the
court would not disturb the inclination has been to leave them in the hands of the stock holders and to
give the stockholders no other remedy for any wrong than such as they could derive from a change of
their agents but cases came before the courts in which complaining stockholders had no voice in the
choice of directors it was impossible for them to change their agents the question then arose whether
there were wrongs incapable of remedy and the judicial current changed about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Rights and Wrongs 1969
rights wrongs and injustices is the first comprehensive account of the scope foundations and structure of
remedial law in common law jurisdictions the rules governing the kinds of complaints that common law
courts will accept are generally well understood however the rules governing when and how they
respond to such complaints are not this book provides that understanding it argues that remedies are
judicial rulings and that remedial law is the law governing their availability and content focusing on
rulings that resolve private law disputes for example damages injunctions and restitutionary orders this
book explains why remedial law is distinctive how it relates to substantive law and what its foundational
principles are the book advances four main arguments first the question of what courts should do when
individuals seek their assistance the focus of remedial law is different from the question of how
individuals should treat one another in their day to day lives the focus of substantive law second
remedies provide distinctive reasons to perform the actions they command in particular they provide
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reasons different from those provided by either rules or sanctions third remedial law has a complex
relationship to substantive law some remedies are responses to rights threats others to wrongs and yet
others to injustices further remedies respond to these events in different ways while many remedies
merely replicate substantive duties others modify substantive duties and some create entirely new duties
finally remedial law is underpinned by general principles principles that cut across the traditional
distinctions between so called legal and equitable remedies together these arguments provide an
understanding of remedial law that takes the concept of a remedy seriously classifies remedies according
to their grounds and content illuminates the relationship between remedies and substantive law and
presents remedial law as a body of principles rather than a historical category

Relationship Rights (and Wrongs) 2004
jules coleman discusses the conflict between the goals of justice and economic efficiency in the allocation
of risk especially risk pertaining to safety

What's Wrong with Rights? 2020-09-25

Rights and Wrongs of Golf 2013-10

Polygamy’s Rights and Wrongs 2013-12-01

Rights, Wrongs and Responsibilities 2001-10-10

RIGHTS & WRONGS OF WOMAN A POE 2016-08-28

Civil Wrongs and Justice in Private Law 2020

Labor 2015-06-29

The Rights and Wrongs of Helpless Stockholders and of a
Helpless Corporation (Classic Reprint) 2017-12-12

Rights & Wrongs Volume 1 1989

The Rights and Wrongs of Women 1905

Rights, Wrongs, and Injustices 2019-11-12

Risks and Wrongs 1992-11-27
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